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NMR Lab Equipped with
New Instrumentation

T

—Dr. Craig Barnes
Professor and Department Head
Hi and welcome back to the department!
It’s been a while since we have sent out a new
copy of the departmental newsletter. The
main reason for this is that our past publicity
coordinator (Josh Streufert) decided to go
back to school and it took a while for us to
find the right person to fill his shoes. But let
me be the first to say that we struck gold in
hiring Rachel Rui (pronounced “Ray” - yes
we know of the play on names here) to be
our new coordinator in March. Rachel has
been a bundle of energy and ideas from the
moment she arrived. This is the first edition that can truly be called Rachel’s. You
probably noticed that we changed the name
of the newsletter to Chemical Bonds. This
new name fits well with my welcome back
greeting above - we want this newsletter to
help grow and strengthen the bonds between
the department and its many great alums.
We hope to provide you with information
about what’s going on in the department,
the current faculty, staff and students that
walk our halls, an overview of the research
and teaching topics that are being pursued
by our faculty and students, as well as keeping in touch with your careers and families.

he Chemistry Department Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) lab recently aquired a
liquid state varian 500 MHz NMR with a narrowbore ultra shield plus magnet. The system has
three channels and a pulsed field gradient (PFG)
amplifier. Two 5mm probes with gradients in the
z axis are available for these system;
1) the first NMR probe has two channels. One
for high frequencies that can be tuned to 1H and
19
F. The second channel is broadband, covering
frequencies from 15N to 31P. The particular design of
the probe allows high sensitivity in both channels.
2) The second probe is a triple resonance
(1H/15N/13C) probe. It has three dedicated channels 1H, 15N and 13C.
The system is used for multinuclear, multidimensional high-resolution NMR studies on
chemical and biological samples.
Including this new addition, the NMR lab
consists of six NMR spectrometers used in research and teaching. Five of the instruments are
liquid state NMR spectrometers and one is a solid
state NMR spectrometer. One of the Liquid State
NMRs has also micro imaging capabilities. The director of the NMR Facilities, Dr. Carlos A. Steren,

lIqUID sTATe VArIAN VNmrs 500 mhz

has more than 20 years of experience in the field
of magnetic resonance, including solid and liquid
state NMR, NMR of proteins, NMR hardware
and CW and FT-EPR.

pANorAmIC VIew oF The Nmr FACIlITIes

In this issue a number of exciting changes in
the department are described: three new faculty
have joined us as well as Rachel. We acquired some
fantastic new instruments. The retirements of faculty and staff recently occurred. Finally, we want to
welcome our 2010 class of graduate students into
the department. But more than ever, we want this
newsletter to establish and maintain a bond between you and the department. After all You are the

most important product of this department. Each
student and alum adds to the stature and reputation of the department. Just as you did, current
students are carrying on their own research project
and will in turn graduate and begin their own
careers. We want to keep you informed about the
good things that are going on at UTK Chemistry
and welcome you back with the information and
perspectives contained in the newsletter.

Department Information
Editor’s Desk
I want to pass the news to everyone that our
former Graduate Program Coordinator, Josh
Steufert, has joined the University of Tennessee
Geography Department as a research assistant. And
I would like to take this opportunity to introduce
myself as the new Communications and Graduate
Program Coordinator.
My name is Rachel Rui, I am a proud graduate
of the University of Tennessee with a M.S. in Communications(2009). As my name is pronounced
the same as Rachel Ray, people always ask me “
Do you like cooking?” The answer is Yes, I do. I do
love the logic of cooking. Just like an old Chinese
saying goes, a perfect dish has to look delicious, taste
scrumptious and smell luscious. I like to consider the
reason why I am here is to cook a “perfect dish” –in
other words—to present “UT Chemistry Graduate
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Program” to the prospective students in the best
light. After several months of working here, I truly
believe that our faculty members, graduate students,
supporting staff, labs, offices, and facilities compose
the very best “ingredients” for a perfect dish and it
is my job to promote what we have here to a larger
audience through various communications strategies. This newsletter is part of the effort. You will
find many faculty, students and alumni news stories
in it where we will update you about the exciting
changes inside the department. If you have any
suggestions or want to share stories with us, please
do not hesitate to contact me through email: jrui@
ion.chem.utk.edu.

New Faculty Additions
Jon Camden

Dr.Jon Camden joined the faculty in Fall 2008
as an Assistant Professor of Analytical Chemistry.
Camden received his B.S. in chemistry and music
from the University of Notre Dame in 2000,
where he worked with Professor Dennis Jacobs
studying the interactions of rare gas atoms with
single crystal surfaces in ultra-high vacuum. He
received his Ph.D. from Stanford University in
2005, under the direction of Professor Richard
Zare. His work at Stanford, which was supported
by a NSF Graduate Fellowship, focused on understanding the dynamics of chemical reactions
using a combination of molecular beams, mass
spectroscopy, and laser spectroscopy. He then
completed postdoctoral work at Northwestern
University under the direction of Professors
George Schatz and Richard Van Duyne, where
his research combined both theoretical calculations and experiments to understand the optical
properties of nanoparticles and surface enhanced
spectroscopies.

Dr. JoN CAmDeN

David Jenkins

Dr. David Jenkins joined the faculty in Fall
2008 as an Assistant Professor of Inorganic Chemistry. Jenkins completed his B.A. in chemistry at
Cornell University in 2000, where he conducted
research with Prof. Hector Abruña on the synthesis and electrochemistry of phenanthroline-based
copper complexes.
Dr. Jenkins received his Ph.D. from the California Institute of Technology in 2005, for his
research on low-spin pseudo-tetrahedral cobalt(II)
complexes under the direction of Professor Jonas
Peters. While at Caltech, he synthesized the first
Continued on page 3
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honor’s day

2010 Honor’s Day

T

he Department of Chemistry held its 2010
Honors Day Awards Ceremony on Thursday,
April 29, 2010. Dr. Ed McDaniel, retired Director at Eastman Chemical Company in Kingsport,
Tennessee attended as the guest speaker at this
annual event.
Ten undergraduate awards were given to 13
students and 34 graduate students received 19

Dr. CrAIG bArNes (leFT) preseNTs A plAqUe To Dr. mCDANIel (rIGhT)

graduate awards. Faculty awards, staff awards and
several other recognitions were also presented
during the ceremony.
First introduced in 1979, Honors Day Awards
Ceremony is held annually to recognize outstanding
academics, service and teaching in the Chemistry
Department. Awards are given to outstanding undergraduates along with general awards and recognitions for achievement and scholarship. Graduate
awards are given in specific areas of chemistry as well

as overall service, teaching, research and merit
awards. Exceptional staff
members will also be
recognized for their service to the department.
Members of the faculty
will enjoy awards given
for their achievements
Dr. eD mCDANIel
in the way
of service, appointments, and prestigious awards.
This year’s speaker Dr. Ed McDaniel came to UT
in 1950 as a rising junior from the Junior College
of Augusta, GA, and obtained his B. S. in Chemistry, and Ph.D. in Chemistry in 1956. He was a
National Science Fellow during his Ph.D. research
in catalysis under the late Professor Hilton Smith.
Upon graduation McDaniel went to work for
Tennessee Eastman Company (now Eastman
Chemical Co.) in the research laboratories. He
held a number of positions in research including
Assistant Director of Development, and Assistant Director of Research. He started a program
at Eastman searching for research external to the
company to complement the internal research and
development efforts.
Besides his acheivement in industry, Dr. McDaniel has served on the Board of Visitors both in the
Chemistry Department and the College of Arts and
Sciences of UT. Now retired, he lives in Kingsport
and is active in volunteer civic projects.
McDaniel’s speech covered his experiences in
industrial research and things that were important
to him as he worked his way from bench chemist
to research management.
Continued on page 10

New Faculty Addition continued from page 2
cobalt-imide (a metal-nitrogen multiple bond)
complex. Jenkins then joined the laboratory of
Professor Jeffrey Long as a Miller Institute for Basic
Research postdoctoral fellow at the University of
California, Berkeley. His research at U.C. Berkeley focused on the development of pentadentate
capping ligands for utilization in single-molecule
magnets and double exchange magnetic materials.
Jenkins was born and raised in the western gate
to the sunshine state known as Pensacola, FL. Jenkins is married to a wonderful Carioca, Mahogany
Jenkins, who he first met while at Cornell.

Alexei Sokolov

Dr. Alexei Sokolov joined the faculty in Fall
2009 as a Professor of Polymer Science. He received
www.chem.utk.edu

his MS in Physics from the Novosibirsk State University (Russia) in 1981 and PhD in Physics from
Russian Academy of Sciences in 1986. He continued
his work at the Russian Academy of Sciences till
1991. Then he worked in Germany as a Humboldt
Fellow, and a Max-Planck Fellow and at the end of
1998 he accepted an Assistant Professor position at
the Department of Polymer Science, The University of Akron, USA. In 2004 he was promoted to
the rank of Full Professor and received the title of
Thomas A. Knowles Professor of Polymer Science.
In 2009 he accepted the Governor’s Chair position
at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, where he
currently leads Soft Matter efforts at both UT and
Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

The University of Tennessee at Knoxville • Department of Chemistry
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FaCULtY highlight
Dr. Georges Guichon Receives Lifetime Acheivement Award
Georges A. Guiochon, a Distinguished Professor of Chemistry, just published his 1,000th paper.
Such an extraordinary achievement is reflective
of his international renown as a chromatography
expert. This renown is also revealed by his six
books, four honorary doctorates, 15 national or
international medals or awards, and numerous
research grants from industrial and governmental
agencies. Guiochon has also been the organizer
of 27 national and international symposia and
has held editorial positions on six major journals.
Among his most recent honors, Guiochon was
elected as a corresponding member of the Reial
Academia de Ciencias i Arts of Barcelona, and
he received the LC/GC Lifetime Achievement

“In short, Dr. Guichon is more
than a worthy recipient of the
2010 LCGC Lifetime Achievement
Award, and LCGC is honored
to count him among its award
winners.”
Source: LCGC

Award and the Professor Andrzej Waksmunski
Medal of the Polish Academy of Sciences.
Dr. GeorGes GUIChoN

Selected Publications

First paper: Sur la Décomposition du Nitrate d’Ammonium. I- Décomposition Thermique du Nitrate d’Ammonium Pur, G. Guiochon and L. Jacqué.
Comptes Rendus de l’Académie des Sciences (Paris), 1957, 244, 771.
1,000th paper: Performance of columns packed with the new shell particles, Kinetex C18. F. Gritti, I. Leonardis, D. Shock, P. Stevenson, A. Shalliker,
G. Guiochon. Journal of Chromatography A, 1217 (2010) 1589 1603.
First book: La Chromatographie en Phase Gazeuse en Chimie Inorganique, C. Pommier and G. Guiochon, Masson, Paris, France, Septembre 1971.
most recent book: Fundamentals of Preparative and Nonlinear Chromatography, G. Guiochon, A. Felinger, A. M. Katti, and D. G. Shirazi, Elsevier,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 2nd Edition, February 2006.
Article contributed by QUEST

Dr. Michael Best Receives NSF CAREER Award

Dr. mIChAel besT

Michael Best, an Assistant Professor of Organic
Chemistry at UTK, has recently been featured
as Quest Scholar of the Week and announced
as a recipient of the CAREER award from the
National Science Foundation. As detailed in
the official description, this program offers the

4

National Science Foundation’s most prestigious
awards in support of junior faculty who exemplify
the role of teacher-scholars through outstanding
research, excellent education and the integration
of education and research within the context of
the mission of their organizations.
Dr. Best’s CAREER award includes a fiveyear, $580,000 grant to support research in his
laboratory. A primary aim of his group work
is to understand the molecular mechanisms by
which proteins bind to lipids presented on the
surfaces of cellular membranes. These events
control many of the most important biological
processes and are aberrant in numerous disease
states, including cancer. Thus, advancing the
understanding of these interactions, and defects
associated with them, is imperative to unravel
the underlying causes of resulting diseases. Towards this end, Dr. Best’s group has synthesized
derivatives corresponding to important lipids
that have been applied as probes to characterize
the details of cell surface protein binding events
at the molecular level.
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The CAREER award also emphasizes the importance of integrating research with outreach
efforts to more broadly impact scientific education and awareness in the general community,
which have been primary goals of Dr. Best and
his research group. Since its inception in 2005
when Dr. Best joined the faculty at UTK, his
group has hosted researchers spanning academic
levels, including post-doctoral associates as well
as graduate, undergraduate and high school students. In addition, Dr. Best and his team have
formed close partnerships with local science
teachers Kristin Baksa at Farragut High School
and Julie Pepperman at Bearden Middle School.
In collaboration with Dr. Lynn Champion, Director of the UTK Office of Academic Outreach, this
team has worked to design outreach programs to
enhance local science education.
Funds associated with the CAREER award will
support further research in Dr. Bestís group and
its integration with programs designed to more
broadly impact scientific education in the region.
Fall 2010

FaCULtY news and publications
Campagna Group Article Featured
on ACS Website
Dr. Shawn Campagna, Assistant Professor of Chemistry,
and his group have
publised a paper “Establishing a Quantitative Definition of
Quorum Sensing Provides Insight into the
Information Content
Dr. shAwN CAmpAGNA of the Autoinducer
Signals in Vibrio Harveyi and Escherichia coli” in Biochemistry, one of
the ACS publications. Their paper has also been
highlited on the journal’s web site home page.

Dr. Sepaniak Named Fellow of AAAS

Dr. mIChAel sepANIAk

Michael Sepaniak,
Professor of chemistry, has been named a
fellow of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science
for the advancement of
the fundamental understanding and the practical implementation
of diverse methods of
microchemical analysis.

UT Chemistry Professors Receive Chancellor’s Honor Award
Jan Musfeldt, Professor of Chemistry, recently
received the Chancellor’s Honor Award. Musfeldt
joined the faculty in 2001. Since then, she has made
many contributions to the field of spectroscopy of
materials under extreme conditions. She is particularly well known for forwarding high magnetic field
spectroscopies of complex solids, although she is
also interested in low temperature, high pressure,
small size, and frustration effects in functional
materials. Her scientific work is extensively cited,
and she is in great demand as an invited speaker.
Musfeldt serves the materials community via extensive conference, school, and workshop organization
and as a member of the National High Magnetic
Field Laboratory national user committee.
recent publications:
Dr. JANICe mUsFelDT
1. Magneto-infrared effects in magnetically frustrated Co3V2O8, L.I. Vergara, J. Cao, L.-C. Tung, N. Rogado, F. Yen, Y.Q. Wang, R.J. Cava, B.
Lorenz, Y.J. Wang, and J.L. Musfeldt, Phys. Rev. B. 81, 012403 (2010).
2. Absence of spin liquid behavior in Nd3Ga5SiO14 using magneto-optical spectroscopy, X.S. Xu, T.V.
Brinzari, S. Mc Gill, H.D. Zhou, C.R. Wiebe, and J.L. Musfeldt, Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 267402 (2009).
3. Magnetoelastic interactions in a two-dimensional quantum antiferromagnet, J.L. Musfeldt, L.I.
Vergara, T.V. Brinzari, L.C. Tung, Y.J. Wang, J.A. Schlueter, J.L. Manson, C. Sun, and M.-H.
Whangbo, Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 157401 (2009).

Dr. Foister Featured in Local News
Shane Foister is featured in the Knoxville
News Sentinel. Foister
and his group attended
the Tennessee Innovation Conference and
Venture Showcase
which took place at
the Loews Vanderbilt
Hotel in Nashville in
Dr. shANe FoIsTer May, 2010. Foister
worked with another
UT researcher Ramez Elgammal on a project that
aims to develop an alternative fuel. They presented
on the conference a process they developed in
the lab to turn methane into methanol. Foister is
hoping this process could increase the national’s
energy independence once it goes commercial.
www.chem.utk.edu

3.

Bin Zhao, Associate Professor of Chemistry,
received Chancellor’s Award for Professional
Promise in Research and Creative Achievement.
Zhao has made many contributions to the field
of stimuli-responsive soft and hybrid materials,
particularly, environmentally responsive hairy
particles and multi-responsive block copolymer
micelles. His reputation in the field of polymer
science is growing, which is evidenced by his
membership on the Editorial Advisory Board of
the ACS journal Macromolecules and an invited
perspective article published in Macromolecules
in December, 2009.
recent publications:
1.
Zhao, B.; Zhu, L. “Mixed Polymer
Brush-Grafted Particles: A New Class of Environmentally Responsive Nanostructured MaDr. bIN zhAo terials” Macromolecules 2009, 42, 9369-9383.
2.
Woodcock, J. W.; Wright, R. A. E.; Jiang,
X. G.; O’Lenick, T. G.; Zhao, B. “Dually Responsive Aqueous Gels from Thermo- and LightSensitive ABA Triblock Copolymers “, Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 3325-3336.
Jiang, X. M.; Zhong, G. J.; Horton, J. M.; Jin, N. X.; Zhu, L.; Zhao, B. “Evolution of Phase
Morphology of Mixed Poly(t-butyl acrylate)/Polystyrene Brushes on Silica Particles with the
Change of Chain Length Disparity”, Macromolecules 2010, 43, 5387–5395.
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FaCULtY news and publications
Faculty News and Publications continued from page 5

Dr. Larese ESS Seminar Attracts International Attention
»

John Larese, Professor of Chemistry, spoke
at the European Spallation Source (ESS)
Seminar at Lund University in Lund, Sweden.
Larese spoke on Neutrons, Nanomaterials,
Molecular Adsorption, and more importantly,
as mentioned by Karl McFaul, the Communications Officer from the ESS, Larese also
stressed “the importance of getting facilities
and organizations to talk to each other and
help professionals to network, collaborate and
build international societies within their fields
of interest”. Larese’s speech at Lund University
not only attracts international attention to his
works, but also marks the increasing outreach
activities by faculty members from the UT
Chemistry department.

»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Photographed by
Karl McFaul / ESS AB
Dr. JohN lArese

Dr. Schweitzer Publishes New Book

»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

George K. Schweitzer co-authored the book
“The Aqueous Chemistry of the Elements”
This volume, published by the Oxford University Press, is a comprehensive treatment
of the aqueous solution chemistry of all the
elements. The information on each element is
centered around an E-pH diagram which is a
novel aid to understanding. The contents are
especially pertinent to agriculture, analytical
chemistry, biochemistry, biology, biomedical
science and engineering, chemical engineering, geochemistry, inorganic chemistry, environmental science and engineering, food
science, materials science, mining engineering,
metallurgy, nuclear science and engineering,
nutrition, plant science, safety, and toxicology.

Dr. GeorGe k. sChweITzer

Chemistry Professors Present Workshop to Science Teachers

Dr. Robert Compton Named Fellow
of the AAAS

Mike Best and Jon Camden, Assistant Professors
in the Department of Chemistry, joined Arthur
Echternacht, Professor in the Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, and Ted Labotka,
Professor in the Department of Earth and Planetary
Sciences, to present a day-long professional development workshop to Knox County high school science
teachers at West High School on Thursday, June 24.
The workshop featured lectures and discussions in
chemistry and earth & life sciences.

Robert Norman Compton, Professor of Chemistry,
has been named a fellow of
the American Association
for the Advancement of
Science for distinguished
contributions to the understanding of negative
ions and nonlinear laser
spectroscopy.
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WELCOME 2010 CLASS

»
»
»
»
»
»

Dr. roberT CompToN
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austin albert, University of Northern
Colorado
John auxier II, Adams State College
Chunhui Bao, University of Science and
Technology
eric Barrowclough, Auburn University
Karl Bernstein, Andrews University
andrew Binder, University of Tennessee
Chinmay Dabke, Institute of Chemical
Technology
sammy eni eni, East Tennessee State
University
Fei Fan, China Phamaceutical University
Yundi Gan, Henan University
haijun Gao, Jilin University
andrew Goodwin, University of Tennessee
Kathryn hilliard, University of Tennessee
Brianna hughes, Georgia Southern
University
Camille Kite, Ball State University
Cameron Lee, Wheeling Jesuit University
andrew mabe, University of Tennessee
Jessica martin, San Diego State University
Bo meng, Beijing Institute of Technology
Bryan musolino, Indiana University of
Pennsylvania
Kimberly nelson, Wilmington College
philip simmons Jr., Fairmont State
University
Benjamin smith, Clarion University of
Pennsylvania
Joseph stankovich, Purdue University
Daniel taylor, Arizona State University
Yilin Wang, University of Florida

Dr. Jimmy Mays named Founding
POLY Fellow by PCDACS

Photographed by
Jack Parker
Dr. JImmy mAys

Jimmy Mays, UT/
ORNL Distinguished Scientist, has been named a
Founding POLY Fellow
by the Polymer Chemistry
Division of the American
Chemical Society recognizing outstanding achievement
and contribution to polymer
science and the profession.
Fall 2010

stUDent feature
Dr. Ben Xue and Julia Abbott Publish Paper in JACS

Words from ACGS President

Dr. Zi-Ling (Ben)
Xue with co-researchers Julia K.C.
Abbott(left) and
Liting Li have fitted
the last piece in the
chemical puzzle that
led to a Nobel Prize in
chemistry for Richard
Schrock. In a paper
published in the Journal of the American
Chemical Society and
covered by Chemical
Engineering News,
Xue and company
Dr. beN xUe AND JUlIA AbboTT IN The lAb
confirmed that pentaneopentyltantalum
is a precursor compound in the formation of tantalum alkylidene, one of the little known but crucial
components in the chemistry of olefin metathesis catalysis. Xue had made a fleeting identification
of the substance in his research 14 years ago, but just recently confirmed its existence.
Contributed by Quest

The ACGs, Association of Chemistry Graduate
students, is a student led organization that serves
the needs of chemistry graduate students. As
ACGs president, I strive to present those needs to
the departmental faculty as well as the community. our main goals are to promote and improve
your experience here as a graduate student. Communication and bonding between the graduate
students is encouraged through social gatherings
and working together on outreach programs. we
are here to help with any needs or concerns of our
fellow graduate students.

Graduate Student Irene Abia Receives CIBA Young
Scientist Award

2010-2011 ACGs officers

IreNe AbIA

Chemistry graduate student Irene Abia received CIBA Young Scientist Award. This annual
award is given by the Younger Chemists Committee of the American Chemical Society. It is given
to students below the age of thirty-five who have
never been to an ACS national meeting before.
www.chem.utk.edu

The award has a cash price of $500 to help cover
any conference expenditures.
Irene Esah Abia (Angeh) was born in Buea,
Cameroon. After graduating from Bilingual
Grammar School Buea in 1997, she attended
the University of Buea where she graduated with
a Bachelor’s degree in Chemistry. In 2003, she
enrolled into the Medical University of Southern Africa, South Africa where she obtained an
Honors Bachelor degree in Chemistry. From 2003
to 2006, she went on to study at the University
of Pretoria, South Africa where she conducted
research with Professor Kobus Eloff earning a
Master’s degree in Medicinal Chemistry. In the
fall of 2006, she moved to the United States and
joined the research group of Professor David C.
Baker at the University of Tennessee-Knoxville,
where she is conducting research in the synthesis
of carbohydrates.
“Given the limited availability of funding, it is
rather difficult to obtain funds to fully offset the
cost of attending conferences. I am really grateful
to the YCC for this award and I am really excited
to attend my first ACS meeting.” Abia said.

ACGS Election and New Officers
Association of Chemistry Graduate students
(ACGs) held their annual election meeting on may
18th. During the meeting, the motion of becoming
a UT registered organization was made and passed
by unanimous vote.
each ACGs officer reported their responsibilities
and activities in the past year, followed by a nomination of new officers for the 2010-2011 academic
year. After a two-week online voting process, new
ACGs officers are elected.

president.....................................lesley Thompson
Vice president..................................stefanie bragg
secretary.........................................Nathaniel bass
Treasurer............................................Chad leCroix
social Chair..........................................heidi bostic
Community service Chair.............stephen Gibson
Gss representative..............meng meng rowland
young Chemists Committee Chair.......ritu Nandal
recruiting Committee officers................................
Irene Abia and Adam Imel
safety Committee Chairs..........................................
Thomas moore and Adam Imel
Faculty/student Interaction Committee Chair........
Jon horton
International student Affairs Committee Chair.......
Irene Abia

The University of Tennessee at Knoxville • Department of Chemistry
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aLUmnI profile
Nathan I. Hammer, Ph.D.

D

Nathan I. hammer, ph.D.
Class of 2003, Compton Group
Assistant professor
Chemistry & biochemistry, Coulter hall 113
The University of mississippi
University, ms 38677 UsA
office: 662-915-3989
nhammer@olemiss.edu

r. Nathan I. Hammer was born in Johnson
City, TN and was valedictorian of Franklin
High School in 1994. He received an Honors
B.S. in Chemistry Degree from the University
of Tennessee in 1998 and received his Ph.D. in
Physical Chemistry & Chemical Physics under
the direction of Professor Bob Compton at the
University of Tennessee in 2003. His doctoral
research focused on resonant electron transfer
processes, the creation and manipulation of very
weakly bound (0.5 - 50 meV) negative ions, and
the interaction of light with chiral systems. This
research resulted in a number of publications,
including two in Physical Review Letters. After
graduation Dr. Hammer joined Professor Mark
Johnson as a postdoctoral researcher (2003-2005)
at Yale University, where he studied the spectroscopy of fundamental aqueous systems. This
work resulted in fifteen publications, three of
which were in Science magazine, and was listed
among Science’s Top 10 Breakthroughs of 2004.
Dr. Hammer then served as an Intelligence Community Postdoctoral Fellow in the Department

of Chemistry at the University of Massachusetts
(2005-2007) working with Prof. Michael Barnes.
At UMass, Dr. Hammer studied a number of
fundamental systems using single molecule spectroscopic techniques. Important accomplishments include discovering blinking suppression
in quantum dot nanostructures, probing the
chiroptical response of single molecules, and
unraveling the origins of spectroscopic defects
in fluorene-based organic light emitting diode
(OLED) devices. Dr. Hammer joined the University of Mississippi (Ole Miss) Department
of Chemistry and Biochemistry in 2007. He
was honored as an Ole Miss Faculty Research
Fellow in 2008 and recently received a Faculty
Early Career Development (CAREER) Award
from the National Science Foundation (NSF)
to spectroscopically track the evolution of noncovalent interactions from the single molecule
level to the condensed phases. Dr. Hammer
currently has three graduate and seven undergraduate students working under his direction
in his chemical physics laboratories at Ole Miss.

Dr. Stephie Althouse was born and grew
up in Germany.
Having completed her undergraduate
studies at the Philipps-University in Marburg, Germany, she came to UTK as an exchange student. Her original intention was to
stay for one academic year but her experience
was so positive that she decided to enroll in
UTK’s Ph.D. chemistry program.
Less than five years later she received her
degree. Dr. Althouse then expanded her
expertise further through postdoctoral research appointments at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, Louisiana State University and
the University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign). In 1997, she accepted an offer from
a high-tech reseach & development company
(Quantum Magnetics) in San Diego, CA.
Dr. Althouse quickly developed a research
area of her own, developing novel spectroscopy-based methods for destructive testing
of advanced composite structures, landmine
detection and aviation security. During the
eight years in this job she expanded her skills

to include business development, marketing
and intellectual property protection. In 1999
MIT Technology Review Magazine TR100
selected Dr. Althouse as 1 of 100 “most promising innovators under age 35”. She also won
two “Small Business Innovative Research
Awards of the Year.” In 2005 she founded her
own consulting company, offering high-tech
and business consulting services to hightech companies. In 2008, a cutting-edge
microelectronics packgaging company in San
Diego (NxGEN Electronics) recruited her as
their Chief Operating Officer. In this role
she has grown the company’s revenue by 41%
during 2009. Dr. Althouse also founded a
new company, Family Focused Health International, with the missison to end obesity in
children and assist families to live healthier
and more joyful lifestyles. Dr. Althouse now
lives in Carlsbad, CA, she is married and has
a 2-year old son.

Stephanie Althouse, Ph.D.

stephanie Althouse, ph.D.
Class of 1994, barnes Group
Chief operating officer
NxGeN electronics, Inc.
9771 Clairemont mesa blvd
san Diego, CA 92124
office: 858-430-1130
sAlthouse@NxGeNelectronics.com
http://www.NxGeNelectronics.com
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aLUmnI profile
Jonathan Morrell, Ph.D.

Jonathan morrell
Class of 2000, Dr. ziling ben xue Group
Technology Development Division
Compatibility and surveillance section manager
y-12 National security Complex po box 2009
oak ridge, TN 37831-8097
office: 865-241-8275
morrelljs@y12.doe.gov

Dr. Morrell is a senior chemist and technical
manager at the Y-12 National Security Complex in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and has led the
Compatibility and Surveillance section of the
Applied Technologies Division since 2005. As
a technical manager, Dr. Morrell oversees work
related to fundamental understanding of materials properties and performance for national security applications. He also serves as an adjunct
faculty professor in the College of Technology at
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, and
in the Natural and Behavioral Science Department at Pellissippi State Technical Community
College, Knoxville, Tennessee. Dr. Morrell has
seven issued patents, authored and co-authored
more than 27 publications in archived journals
and refereed conference proceedings as well as
authoring 63 formal reports. He is currently a
member of the editorial boards of the International Journal of Molecular Engineering, International Journal of Nano and Biomaterials, and
International Journal of Nanoparticles.
Dr. Morrell received his bachelors’ degrees
with honors from King College in chemistry and
in biology. His honors research was conducted
at the J. H. Quillen College of Medicine on
the campus of East Tennessee State University,
www.chem.utk.edu

Laurel Morton, Ph.D.
Johnson City, Tennessee, and was funded
under a grant from the Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology at John
Hopkins Medical Institute. His doctor of
philosophy in inorganic chemistry was
obtained in 2000 from the University of
Tennessee in Knoxville under the guidance of Professors David B. Beach
and Ziling B. Xue. For his doctoral
dissertation, Dr. Morrell studied
the heteroepitaxial growth of complex oxide thin films via solution chemical techniques using
novel alkoxide precursors.
This research involved both
the synthesis of precursor
laurel morton
521 lancaster Avenue
solutions and the processClass of 2005, ziling ben xue Group richmond, ky 40475-3102
ing and characterization
Assistant professor
office: 859-622-1982
of epitaxial thin films
memorial science 161A
laurel.morton@eku.edu
for ferroelectric and
superconductor appliDr. Laurel A. Morton, member of the recently formed
cations. The research
originally from Knoxville, Center for Alternative and Renewwas conducted at
Tennessee, is currently an As- able Fuel Technologies (CRAFT) at
the Oak Ridge Nasistant Professor in the Depart- Eastern Kentucky University, which
tional Laboratory
ment of Chemistry at Eastern focuses on interdisciplinary research,
(ORNL), Oak
Kentucky University in Richmond, development, and implementation
Ridge, TennesKentucky. She joined the chemis- of alternative energies that can be
see, under a
try faculty in January 2008, where produced and utilized in Kentucky.
grant from the
she was a recipient of a KY-NSFDr. Morton received her bacheOffice of Basic
EPSCoR Start-Up Grant. Her lor’s degree in Chemistry from TenEnergy Sciences,
primary teaching activities occur nessee Technological University in
United States Dein the area of inorganic chemis- Cookeville, Tennessee in 1999. She
partment of Energy.
try. In addition to teaching performed undergraduate research
Dr. Morrell, briefly
a broad range of courses she with Professors Dale Ensor and Dan
employed by ORNL as
has undertaken a research Swarting focusing on the separation
a post-doctoral fellow,
program, primarily with of radioactive metal ions with ionic
joined the Y-12 National
undergraduate students, liquids. She then completed her
Security Complex, Oak
focused on the use of PhD in 2005 under the supervision
Ridge, Tennessee, in the
ionic liquids and oxi- of Professor Zi-Ling (Ben) Xue at
summer of 2000. As a princidative catalysis for the University of Tennessee. Her
pal investigator in the Applied
the processing of work with Professor Xue focused on
Technologies Division, he was
lignocellulosics the synthesis and reactivity of novel
initially involved in experimental
and the produc- tungsten alkylidene-alkylidyne comtesting and small-scale verification
tion of biofuels plexes. After receiving her degree
of operating conditions associated
and value-add- she accepted a split teaching/research
with industrial production issues reed chemicals postdoctoral position at Villanova
lated to national defense. Dr. Morrell
from bio- University in the group of Professor
later initiated research and development
d e r i v e d Deanna Zubris. While at Villanova
programs in pyrochemistry, materials prosources. she worked on the synthesis of novel
cessing, forensic analysis, machining, and
She is an ansa-bridged Ziegler-Natta polymerienvironmental aging studies.
original zation catalysts.
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FaCULtY/staFF retirement
Faculty Retirement – Dr. Jamie Adcock

Dr. JAmIe ADCoCk

The chemistry department held a reception
on Wednesday, May 12th to celebrate Dr. Jamie
Adcock’s retirement after 36 years of distinguished
service to the university. Dr. Schweitzer spoke as
the mentor and friend of Dr. Adcock at the reception. The Department Head, Dr. Craig Barnes,
presented a retirement plaque to Dr. Adcock in
honor of her diligent teaching, research and services
to the department.
Dr. Jamie Leanne Adcock, a native of Texas, a
Member of the Board of Tennessee Valley Unitarian
Universalist Church, and a Professor of Chemistry
at the University of Tennessee since September 1974,

where she teaches and does research. Her major
hobby is gardening and landscaping.
She obtained her B.S. in inorganic chemistry
from the University of Texas at Austin in 1996 and
contintued her education and received Ph.D in
1971. Upon graduation, she accepted a postdoctoral
appointment at Massachusetts Institute of Technology and worked there from 1971 to 1974. Dr.
Adcock joined the University of Tennesse - Knoxville
in 1974 and served as a Professor in the chemistry
department.
Dr. Adcock describes her experience in the department as “intellectually challenging, enjoyable
and grounding”. “Working with students keeps
one young at heart, doing research is an intellectually challenging and mind-broadening experience
which is also a lot of fun. Exploring the unknown
is quite an adventure.”
Her research mainly focuses on the synthesis of
novel fluorinated molecules utilizing the aerosolphase direct fluorination process developed in her
laboratory. Her other interests include the development of molecular scale electronic device elements.
Dr. Adcock plans to pick up her hobby after
retirement and enjoy her free time with family. “I
am going to get around to a lot of projects in my
yard and garden that had to take a back-seat during
my working career. Travel to Our National Parks,
Africa Safari, Egypt, and Australia and New Zealand,
and enjoying my grand children.”

Dr. bArNes (rIGhT) preseNTs A plAqUe To Dr. ADCoCk (leFT)

A CUsTomIzeD CAke For Dr. ADCoCk

Staff Retirement – Eddie Wilson
The Chemistry Department held a special retirement lunch on Wednesday, June 16th to celebrate
the retirement of staff member Eddie Wilson after
37 years of service to the university and the department. Eddie Wilson’s title was Cabinetmaker,
but the title does not adequately represent what a
carpenter in a research facility does. Laboratories
all over Dabney-Buehler Hall have examples of
Eddie’s work, which includes all sorts of custom
wood fixtures: cabinets, shelving, boxes, sample
holders, and even steps and platforms for accessing
NMR magnets.
Eddie began his career at UT as a clerk in the
storeroom back in 1973. He worked there for several
years with longtime staffer Darrell Lay and others.
In the late 1970’s, a vacancy for a carpenter opened
up in the machine/wood shop, under the late Paul
Beal. Eddie, a self-taught wood-worker, moved
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pAm roACh (leFT) AND eDDIe wIlsoN (rIGhT)

bIll GUrley (leFT) preseNTs eDDIe (rIGhT) wITh A plAqUe

into that position, and was later promoted to
cabinetmaker.
The retirement lunch had a large turnout of
current and former Chemistry faculty and staff,
including John Taylor, who used to be Eddie’s
supervisor.
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eDDIe wIlsoN GeTTING reADy To CUT The CAke
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DeveLopment news

M. Randy Atkins

Ayres hAll, UTk

Associate Director of Development
Office of Development
College of Arts & Sciences
2524 Dunford Hall
University of Tennessee
Knoxville, 37996-4000
matkin11@UTK.edu
(865) 974-2365

The Development Office of the College
of Arts and Sciences would like to thank all
alumni, donors, and friends of the Chemistry
Department for their generous financial support. Gifts to the department are designated
to support a variety of different funds which all
have a tremendous impact on staff, faculty, and
students. There are currently eight funds for
academic support and seventeen for scholarship
/ fellowship awards. In future newsletters, we
will attempt to include personal stories from
individuals who have benefited from these funds
as an example of how life-changing philanthropy can be. You will no doubt recognize some of
these named funds; Buehler, Mamantov, Smith,
and Eastham. If you or someone you know is
interested in establishing a fund in honor or
memory of someone, please contact Randy
Atkins, Associate Development Director for the
College of Arts and Sciences, UTK. He can be
reached at matkin11@utk.edu or 865-974-2131.

THANkS TO OUR DONORS
Dr. Julian e. parker, III & brenda w.
parker
mr. halbert h. Carmichael & mrs. Anne
p. Carmichael
Dr. Frank Falkoner Dyer & mrs. marjorie
williams Dyer
mr. Gregory b. hurst
mr. Terrel h. morris & mrs. lesley D.
morris
mr. J. C. burger Jr. & mrs. ruth burger
Dr. Clifton woods III
Dr. paul h. Davis
ms. Cynthia e. Daugherty & mr. luther
e. Galyon, Jr.
Dr. George b. miles & mrs. Ida r. miles
mrs. karen m. youngman & mr. randall
e. youngman
Dr. James q. Chambers & mrs. Carey A.
Chambers
Dr. George w. kabalka & mrs. beth A.
kabalka
Dr. lamar l. Collins, Jr. & mrs. linda m.
Collins
Dr. Charles phillip rader & Dr. Clarita
m. rader
ms. Grace eastham Dunlap
Dr. stephen T. edwards & Dr. Anna
Gergel edwards
Dr. pauline D. eastham
mr. mayne Gilbert paul

www.chem.utk.edu

Dr. barbara A. blair
mr. steven e. springer-wilson & mrs.
lurilee b. springer-wilson
Dr. Timothy J. Gibson & mrs. stacey l.
Gibson
Dr. kenneth r. barton & mrs. peggy N.
barton
mr. Jerry w. Ferrell & mrs. Carolyn stier
Ferrell
mr. Thomas D. warner & Dr. Noranna
burridge warner
Dr. richard ray kemmerer & mrs.
rebecca Davis kemmerer
mr. r. l. Farrar & mary ellen
J. Andrew Goddard
mrs. Frances h. beach
Dr. Charmaine b. mamantov
pammela r. Grimm & Fred Grimm
mr. Gordon G. Fee & mrs. miriam J. Fee
mr. Jack e. williams & mrs. Carolyn
williams
ortec, Inc.
richard T. Carlin
Dr. william e. bull & mrs. margaret J.
bull
Dr. stephen s. Cristy & mrs. lou Ann
h. Cristy
mrs. Jane I. Freeman
robert J. walker
Dr. kelsey D. Cook

mrs. sharon linda sanders
mrs. ruth w. shirley
mr. Charles m. hudgins
Dr. scott e. walters & mrs. Carol A.
walters
mr. Jay A. Garrison & Dr. Arlene A.
Garrison
susan C. hartzog
Dr. milton m. klein
Dr. John kimberly sanders & Fang liu
Dr. earl l. wehry Jr.
Dr. Donald b. Freeman
Dr. harry D. harmon & mrs. pamela A.
harmon
mr. Igor mamantov
Dr. Donald C. kleinfelter & mrs. lynn p.
kleinfelter
mr. horst Clauberg
Andrew mamantov
mr. william l. harper
Dr. D. larry brotherton & mrs. Carmen
brotherton
Dr. wilbur D. shults & ms. sue shults
Dr. Jonathan s. krueger
Dr. robert A. yokley
molten salt Group
mrs. Caroline Fletcher
Dr. edgar l. mcDaniel, Jr. & mrs. katherine T. mcDaniel
mr. bernhard wunderlich & mrs. Adel-

The University of Tennessee at Knoxville • Department of Chemistry

heid C. wunderlich
Dr. paul s. holder & ms. shannon l.
holder
John s. wilkes & laurie C. wilkes
lawler-wood, l.l.C.
louisiana state Univ. Agricul/mech Coll
Dr. william h. Fletcher
American Chemical society east Tenn
section
mr. robert osteryoung
Dr. Johnny D. reynolds & laura l.
reynolds
Dr. David F. swaile & Dr. beverly h.
swaile
mrs. louise b. Dunlap & Julian l.
Dunlap
Dr. Deborah T. Grimm & Dr. Casey C.
Grimm
mr. A. Jack rhymes, Jr. & mrs. sondra
rhymes
mr. paul elliott beach & Anne m. beach
mr. raymond l. oglukian & mary
oglukian
mr. James e. Thompson
Dr. brian F. macDonald & mrs. Constanza robledo macDonald
Dr. Farrell b. brown & mrs. Ann Isenhour
brown
mr. r. edward Ingle & mrs. Arezu Ghadi
Ingle
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Give to the Department
How do I Make a Gift
or Pledge?

Where will the Money
Go?

How do I make a gift or pledge?
Getting started is as simple as a click.
You can go to the University Giving
page(https://web.dii.utk.edu/Alumni/),
choose Knoxville campus - Arts and
Sciences College - Chemistry Gift Endowment as the fund of your choice and
start the giving process online.

Where will the money go?
General gifts go into the Chemistry Gift
Endowment. The department head can
use this pool of funds to enhance programs at his discretion. However, if you
prefer your gift to be used in one area,
you may designate your entire gift to
one specific endowment.

You can also contact the Arts and Sciences Development Office.
Office of Development
College of Arts & Sciences
2524 Dunford Hall
University of Tennessee
Knoxville, 37996-4000
(865) 974-2365

•

MAkE A DONATION TO THE DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY AND
GIvE THE GIFT OF kNOWLEDGE!
web.dii.utk.edu/alumni

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A.D. Melvanan Rhenium
Endowment
Burchfield Burridge Warner
Endowment
Calvin Buehler Chemistry
Endowment
D.A. Shirley Endowment
Eastham Endowment
Gleb Mamantov Endowment
Graduate Student Leadership
Endowment Fund
Judson Hall Rober tson
Endowment
Paul & Wilma Zeigler
Endowment
UTK Chemistry Enrichment
Endowment Fund
UTK Chemistry Support
Endowment

Can I form an Endowment? For What Purpose?
Yes. The minimum endowment level is $25,000, though people have built endowments of well over $1 million. Typical purposes of endowments include scholarships, graduate fellowships, student and faculty travel, program endowments (in general support of a particular program),
professorships, and endowed chairs.
Go to the Office of Development website http://www.artsci.utk.edu/development/index.asp to view more frequently asked questions about
giving, such as:
• What will you use the money for?
• Will giving money help me get football tickets? Good seats? How?
• When are gifts due? All at once? Payable over time?
• May I donate appreciated assets (real estate, securities, other assets)?
• What are the different gift club levels?
• What are the different endowment levels?
• Can I give a gift for buildings or spaces?
• How does estate giving work (charitable trusts, simple bequests)? Are there tax benefits? Can I get help setting this up?
• How do endowments work?
www.chem.utk.edu
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honor’s day awardees
Honor’s Day continued from page 3

Undergraduate Student Awards
CRC Press General Chemistry Award - Alexandra P.
Punke
Alexandra is a freshman
with a 4.0 GPA who enjoys
math and science courses.
She expects to go into the
medical field after graduating.

AlexANDrA p. pUNke

C.W. keenan Outstanding General Chemistry
Student Award - Burton Mandrell, Anna k.
Manneschmidt
Burton Mandrell, a knoxvillian, just concluded his
freshman year, and is intending to major in chemistry
and environmental science.
He also works on campus as
a math tutor. This summer
Mandrell will be working in
Dr. Camden’s group where
bUrToN mANDrell
he will be synthesizing and
analyzing silver colloids using spectroscopy.
Judson Hall Robertson Memorial
Instrumental Analysis Award - Malcolm J.
Cochran
Malcolm Cochran, who graduated in May
2009 is a 33 year old, married, research coordinator
here at the university and father of a gorgeous
young lady, Lila Jane Cochran. Cochran works
in the Larese group focusing on such tasks as
adsorption isotherm studies of hydrocarbons and

fluorinated hydrocarbons
on graphite and metaloxide surfaces, designing and
building equipment such as
an ortho- to para-hydrogen
converter, and manufacturing various morphologies
of metal oxides via a novel
method developed by Dr.
mAlColm J. CoChrAN
Larese and colleagues at
Brookhaven National Laboratory. Additionally,
Cochran has contributed to the design and construction of a full scale mock-up of the secondary
spectrometer and coordinated the manufacture
of radial collimators for the VISION instrument
currently under construction at SNS.

M. Bolin, Benjamin P. Cochran, Sean C.
Forrest, Angela Frantz, Collin G. Howser,
Britta A. Johnson, Cameron T. Landers,
Cheshire Rigler, Jacqueline R. Smartt
Cameron Landers is a rising Senior in Biochemistry & Cellular and Molecular Biology.
Currently he is involved in research on protein
structure and interactions in the BCMB Department in the lab of Dr. Cynthia Peterson. After
graduation he hopes to attend Medical School
through an MD/PhD program to research the
impact and influence of pathogens on what are
otherwise common ailments and diseases.
•

C.A. Buehler Chemistry Scholarship
- Rose E. Johnson, Roger A.E. Wright

GlaxoSmithkline Undergraduate Fellowship
- Andrew W. Hahn
Andy Hahn is a rising
senior pursuing a degree in
College Scholars with an
emphasis on Synthetic Medicinal Chemistry. He has
performed research under
the guidance of Dr. David
C. Baker of the Chemistry
department since his freshANDy hAhN
man year. His research focuses on the development of DCB-3503 analogs
in order to optimize anti-tumor activity.

•

D.A. Shirley Award in Organic
Chemistry - victoria N. Hale

•

Undergraduate Inorganic Award James R. Humble

•

East Tennessee Section, ACS,
Undergraduate Award - Alicia A. Farrar

•

Hach Foundation Scholarships Julia L. Price, Maria Owens

•

Judson Hall Robertson Memorial
Award in Analytical Chemistry - Rose
E. Johnson

Honors Chemistry Recognition - Benjamin

Graduate Student Awards
D.A. Shirley Graduate Award in Organic
Chemistry - Meng M. Rowland
Meng Rowland received
her bachelorís degree in 2004
from Jilin University in China,
majoring in pharmacy. Two
years later, she received her
masterís degree in organic
synthesis at the same university. Meng joined Dr. Michael
meNG m. rowlAND
Bestís research lab in 2006
pursuing her Ph.D. degree.
Meng is working on developing chemical tools
to characterize protein-lipid binding interactions.
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International Center of Materials Research,
Summer Appointment - Irene E. Abia
Irene hails from Buea, a small town in the WestAfrican country Cameroon.
She is graduate teaching and
research assistant in her fourth
year. Irene enjoys participating in science outreach programs that encourage young
girls. Irene’s current research
involves the synthesis of carIreNe e. AbIA
bohydrates in the research
laboratory of Dr. David Baker.

Chemical

Bonds

First Year Acheivement Awards - Peng(Jacky)
Chen, vighter O. Iberi, William M. kochemba,
Zhenqian Zhu
Vighter O. Iberi (JR)from
Nigeria is currently pursuing
a Ph.D. in Physical Chemistry under the tutelage of
Dr. J.P. Camden. His current
research area involves the
study of surface plasmons in
metallic nanostructures and
VIGhTer o. IberI
their application to Single
Molecule Surface Enhanced
Raman Spectroscopy (SMSERS).
Fall 2010

honor’s day awardees
C.W. kennan Outstanding Graduate Teaching
Award - Rebecca B. Horton
Rebecca Horton came to
UT from Carson-Newman
College in Jefferson City,
TN. Her recent achievements in research involve
growing microalgae under
different environmental conditions along with sample
preparation methods of
rebeCCA horToN
species for spectroscopic
analyses. Spectroscopic discrimination of species
and environmental growing conditions through
enhanced reproducibility of samples has been
investigated using novel data pre-treatment.
Gleb Mamantov Graduate Chemistry
Scholar - Tatiana v. Brinzari
Tatiana is a 4th year
graduate student in Physical Chemistry division. She
works for Professor Janice
L. Musfeldt. The research
interests of her group focus
on application of optical
spectroscopy for investigation of local structure and
TATIANA V. brINzArI
functionality of polar oxides,
molecular metal-organic frameworks, and various
inorganic or organic nanostructural materials. Tatiana’s current research project involves investigation of spin-lattice coupling in molecule-based
magnetic materials.
East Tennessee Section, ACS, Graduate Fellow
- Christopher P. Bennett
Christopher Bennett is
the secretary for the East
Tennessee Section of the
American Chemical Society. He works for Dr. Jon
P. Camden, in studying
surface-enhanced Hyper
Raman spectroscopy. He
recieved his BS in Chemistry
ChrIsTopher beNNeTT
from Wofford College.

Judson Hall Robertson Graduate Award in
Analytical Chemistry - Deepak Bhandari
Deepak Bhandari is currently a 4th year graduate
student in the research lab
of Dr. Michael Sepaniak.
Deepakís research is focused on the development
of plasmonic substrates for
surface-enhanced Raman
scattering based photonic
DeepAk bhANDArI
studies and bio(analytical)
detection. He has a few publications in peerreviewed journals and has also presented his work
in several conferences.
Jerome Eastham Graduate Fellowship Michael P. Quinn
Michael Quinn works for
Professor George W. Kabalka
during his graduate work
here at the University of
Tennessee. The team’s work
is centered around organic
chemistry methodology
using Lewis Acids such as
Boron Trihalides, Titanium
mIChAel qUINN
Tetrahalides and Iron Trihalides. Mike is one of the few students that is told
to investigate all aspects of the reaction including
the byproducts. Mike believes that “Life is not
so much a goal, but rather a journey with unexpected events along they way. Appreciating those
events both inside and out of laboratory makes it
fun and sometimes very productive!”
Graduate Award for Acheivement in
Inorganic Chemistry - Julia k. C. Abbott
Julia Abbott is a 5th year
graduate student from Arkansas. She attended college at
Centre College in Danville
KY. Her research here has
focused on studying the
formation of tantalum carbene and imide complexes
and characterizing the novel
JUlIA AbboTT

products that she forms.
Burchfield Burridge Warner Graduate
Fellowship in Chemistry - Thomas G. O’Lenick
Thomas O’Lenick is a
fifth year graduate student
in Dr. Bin Zhao’s research
group.His research focuses
on the synthesis, characterization, and solution behavior of thermo- and pHresponsive hydrophilic block
copolymers.
ThomAs o’leNICk
•

Outstanding Service Awards - Morgan
B. McConico-Lewis, Joel G. Putnam,
Stephen Gibson

•

J.C. and Ruth Burger Award in
Analytical Chemistry - Jacob N.
Fairchild

•

Eugene John Barber Fellowship in
Chemistry - Meng M. Rowland

•

Buehler Fellowships - Jessica R.
Gooding, Andrew S. Hicks, Belinda S.
Lady, Michael E. Peretich

•

Outstanding Teaching Awards - Ashesh
S. Belapure, Rachel L. Glazener, Jessica
R. Gooding

•

JINS Fellowships - Seth C. Hunter, Paige
E. Landry, Dias Linton

•

Carol Moulton ACGS Service Award Traymon Allen, Thomas G. O’Lenick,
Carlos A. Steren

•

Chancellor’s Honors -Extraordinary
Professional Promise - Julia k.C.
Abbott, Irene E. Abia

•

SAAS Outstanding T.A. Chemistry
Award - Deborah A. Penchoff

Faculty/Staff Awards
Outstanding Service Award - Lisa M. Bonds, Gail Y. Cox

www.chem.utk.edu

SAACS Outstanding Chemistry Professor Award - Dr. T. Ffrancon Williams
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Calendar

e
Fall 2010

Classes begin................................................Aug 18
labor Day......................................................sept 6
Fall break......................................................oct 7-8
Thanksgiving............................................Nov25-26
Classes end...................................................Nov 30
exams....................................................Dec 2-3,6-9
Graduate hooding........................................Dec 10
UT Commencement......................................Dec 11

Spring 2010
Classes begin .................................................Jan12
mlk holiday...................................................Jan 17
1st session ends...............................................mar 2
2nd session begins ..........................................mar 3
spring break.............................................mar 14-18
spring recess ..............................................April 22
Classes end..................................................April 29
exams .................................................may 3-6, 9-10
Commencement......................................may 11-13

Contact Informantion
Senior Administration
Dr. Craig barnes,
Department Head
Dr. Charles Feigerle,
Associate Dept Head

Administration
main office................................................974-3141
business office...........................................974-3393
electronic shop.........................................974-3145
Communications.......................................974-8019

Program Divisons
organic, Dr. David Baker.............................974-1066
Inorganic, Dr. Ziling (Ben) Xue .....................974-3443
Analytical, Dr. Michael Sepaniak..................974-8023
physical, Dr. T Francon Williams...................974-3468
polymer Dr. Jimmy Mays.............................974-0747

Research Centers
Nmr Facilities............................................974-3386
pCl lab.....................................................974-2087
mass spectrometry....................................974-0763
raman Facilities.........................................974-3141
x-ray Facilities............................................974-3141

The University of Tennessee is an ee)/AA/Title VI/Title Ix/section 504/ADA/ADeA institution in the provision of its education and employment programs and services. All qualified applicants will receive
equal consideration for employment without regard to race, color, national origin, religion, sex, pregnancy, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity, age, physical or mental disability or covered
veteran status.
publication Authorization No.: e01-1024-001-11

Stay Connected!
please visit the department of Chemistry website for more information.

http://www.chem.utk.edu
you Can
•
share your story
•
reconnect with classmates
•
request a department visit
•
request a seminar speaker
•
View recent news and events
•
more...
we are eager to hear your story.

Reconnect NOW!!!

